
 

The art and science of living-like architecture
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Multiscale Design for Bio-interactive Systems. Microscale design: (A) Cell-free
reactions of commercial TXTL are added to biopolymers in diverse
concentrations and freeze dried to test their expression after simple rehydration:
(i) TXTL, Mastermix, and DNA composing the expression kit (ii) silk fibroin or
sodium alginate biopolymer, (iii) lyophilization. (B) Biopolymer blend disks are
made by lyophilization as mechanical support to host cell-free reactions in “A”.
Mesoscale design: (C) Configurations of pebells “A” are encrusted into “B” to
form biosites. (D) These are mechanically press-fitted into specific cells within
additively manufactured 50 cm-long fibrous biopolymer lattices. (E) Certain
lattice areas are conferred with higher sparsity and porosity to support biosite
performance. Macroscale design: (F) An oval with a longitudinal slit is chosen as
(G) a 2d-to3d folding modular shape able to conform into ribbons. (H) Ribbons
are distributed as indoor surfaces or partitions and envisioned as air-interactive
devices in our future work. Credit: Frontiers in Bioengineering and Biotechnology
(2023). DOI: 10.3389/fbioe.2023.1125156
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"This technology is not alive," says Laia Mogas-Soldevila. "It is living-
like."

The distinction is an important one for the assistant professor at the
Stuart Weitzman School of Design, for reasons both scientific and
artistic. With a doctorate in biomedical engineering, several degrees in
architecture, and a devotion to sustainable design, Mogas-Soldevila
brings biology to everyday life, creating materials for a future built
halfway between nature and artifice.

The architectural technology she describes is unassuming at first look: A
freeze-dried pellet, small enough to get lost in your pocket. But this tiny
lump of matter, the result of more than a year's collaboration between
designers, engineers and biologists, is a biomaterial that contains a
"living-like" system.

When touched by water, the pellet activates and expresses a glowing
protein, its fluorescence demonstrating that life and art can harmonize
into a third and very different thing, as ready to please as to protect.
Woven into lattices made of flexible natural materials promoting air and
moisture flow, the pellets form striking interior design elements that
could one day keep us healthy.

"We envision them as sensors," explains Mogas-Soldevila. "They may
detect pathogens, such as bacteria or viruses, or alert people to toxins
inside their home. The pellets are designed to interact with air. With
development, they could monitor or even clean it."

For now, they glow, a triumphant first stop on the team's roadmap to the
future. The fluorescence establishes that the lab's biomaterial
manufacturing process is compatible with the leading-edge cell-free
engineering that gives the pellets their life-like properties.
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A rapidly expanding technology, cell-free protein expression systems
allow researchers to manufacture proteins without the use of living cells.

Gabrielle Ho, Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Bioengineering and
co-leader of the project, explains how the team's design work came to be
cell-free, a technique rarely explored outside of lab study or medical
applications.

"Typically, we'd use living E. coli cells to make a protein," says Ho. "E.
coli is a biological workhorse, accessible and very productive. We'd
introduce DNA to the cell to encourage expression of specific proteins.
But this traditional method was not an option for this project. You can't
have engineered E. coli hanging on your walls."

Cell-free systems contain all the components a living cell requires to
manufacture protein—energy, enzymes and amino acids—and not much
else. These systems are therefore not alive. They do not replicate, and
neither can they cause infection. They are "living-like," designed to take
in DNA and push out protein in ways that previously were only possible
using living cells.

"One of the nicest things about these materials not being alive," says
Mogas-Soldevila, "is that we don't need to worry about keeping them
that way."

Unlike living cells, cell-free materials don't need a wet environment or
constant monitoring in a lab. The team's research has established a
process for making these dry pellets that preserves bioactivity
throughout manufacturing, storage and use.

Bioactive, expressive and programmable, this technology is designed to
capitalize on the unique properties of organic materials.
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Mogas-Soldevila, whose lab focuses exclusively on biodegradable
architecture, understands the value of biomaterials as both
environmentally responsible and aesthetically rich.

"Architects are coming to the realization that conventional
materials—concrete, steel, glass, ceramic, etc.—are environmentally
damaging and they are becoming more and more interested in
alternatives to replace at least some of them. Because we use so much,
even being able to replace a small percentage would result in a
significant reduction in waste and pollution."

Her lab's signature materials—biopolymers made from shrimp shells,
wood pulp, sand and soil, silk cocoons, and algae gums—lend qualities
over and above their sustainable advantages.

"My obsession is diagnostic, but my passion is playfulness," says Mogas-
Soldevila. "Biomaterials are the only materials that can encapsulate this
double function observed in nature."

The cell-free manufacturing and design research required unique dialogs
between science and art, categories that Ho believed to be entirely
separate before embarking on this project.

"I learned so much from the approach the designers brought to the lab,"
says Ho. "Usually, in science, we have a specific problem or hypothesis
that we systematically work towards."

But in this collaboration, things were different. Open-ended. The team
sought a living-like platform that does sensing and tells people about
interactive matter. They needed to explore, step by step, how to get
there.

"Design is only limited by imagination. We sought a technology that
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could help build towards a vision, and that turned out to be cell-free"
says Ho.

"For my part," says Mogas-Soldevila, "it was inspiring to witness the
rigor and attention to constraints that bioengineering brings."

The constraints were many—machine constraints, biological constraints,
financial constraints and space constraints.

"But as we kept these restrictions in play," she continues, "we asked our
most pressing creative questions. Can materials warn us of invisible
threats? How will humans react to these bioactive sites? Will they be
beautiful? Will they be weird? Most importantly, will they enable a new
aesthetic relationship with the potential of bio-based and bioactive
matter?"

Down the line, the cell-free pellets and biopolymer lattices could drape
protectively over our interior lives, caring for our mental and physical
health. For now, research is ongoing, the poetry of design energized by
constraint, the constraint of engineering energized by poetry.

The findings are published in the journal Frontiers in Bioengineering and
Biotechnology.

  More information: G. Ho et al, Multiscale design of cell-free
biologically active architectural structures, Frontiers in Bioengineering
and Biotechnology (2023). DOI: 10.3389/fbioe.2023.1125156
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